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ABSTRACT
The Facebook Ad Library promises to improve transparency and
accountability in online advertising by rendering personalised
campaigns visible to the public. This article investigates whether
and how journalists have made use of this tool in their reporting.
Our content analysis of print journalism reveals several different
use cases, from high-level reporting on political campaigns to
uncovering specific wrongdoings such as disinformation, hate
speech, and astroturfing. However, our interviews with journalists
who use the Ad Library show that they remain highly critical of
this tool and its manifold limitations. We argue that these
findings offer empirical grounding for the public regulation of ad
archives, since they underscore both the public interest in
advertising disclosures as well as the growing reliance of
journalists on voluntary and incomplete access frameworks
controlled by the very platforms they aim to scrutinise.
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I. Introduction

Since 2018, major advertising platforms have started to publish ad archives: public data-
bases documenting advertisements sold on their services. These reforms respond to
mounting concerns about the lack of transparency and accountability in this industry.
Several governments are now poised to regulate ad archives by law, as in Canada’s Elec-
tions Modernization Act and the EU’s proposed Digital Services Act. Lively academic
debate has ensued as to the merits of ad archives, including a growing body of evidence
pointing to the shortcomings of existing self-regulatory efforts.

Now, over three years since the launch of the Facebook Ad Library, the earliest and
most expansive platform ad archive, this article offers a first attempt to map its impact
in practice. It asks not what usage this tool could enable but rather what usage it has
enabled. In particular, this paper examines journalists as a key user group, central to pub-
lic accountability processes. It inquires whether and how journalists have made use of
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Facebook Ad Library in their reporting, and whether these practices contribute to
accountability in online advertising.

This paper proceeds as follows: Section II describes the Ad Library and its features, the
policy concerns that drove its creation, and its relevance to watchdog journalism. Section
III provides a content analysis of ad archive journalism: through an inductive, quantitative
pilot study, we generate a typology of different journalistic usages of the Ad Library. On
this basis we perform a quantitative analysis of print journalism sampled from the Lexis-
Nexis database in order to appraise the composition and scale of this phenomenon. Section
III then describes interviews with relevant journalists, which review their experiences with
and attitudes towards the Ad Library. In light of these findings, Section IV assesses the Ad
Library’s contribution to transparency and accountability in platform governance.

II. Background

The ad Library and its features

The Ad Library documents a selection of ads that appeared on Facebook.1 It lists the ad
content as well as metadata such as buyer name, amount spent, and demographic reach
by region, age and gender (Facebook, 2021a). The Ad Library is available through a brow-
ser interface as well as an automated programming interface (API). Currently, the Ad
Library focuses primarily on ‘ads about social issues, elections and politics’ (Facebook,
2021a). Advertisers seeking to publish ads in this category must apply for prior author-
isation, and Facebook enforces this rule through human and automated monitoring.
Facebook maintains lists of political ‘issues’ for several jurisdictions in order to operatio-
nalise their classifications (Facebook, 2021b). Other (commercial) ads receive a lower
level of transparency: they are only visible as long as they are active on the platform,
with restricted search functionalities and less metadata (Facebook, 2021a).

The Ad Library has been criticised extensively for its faulty design and implementation
(Rieke & Bogen, 2018; Leerssen et al., 2019; Mozilla, 2019; Edelson et al., 2019; Edelson
et al., 2020; Silva et al., 2020; Hounsel et al., 2019; Grygiel & Sager 2020; Kreiss & Barrett,
2020). To name some of the most significant shortcomings: the Ad Library’s demographic
data does not disclose the targeting mechanisms involved; its audience and spend data are
insufficiently granular; the browser interface and API are restrictive and unreliable; the
focus on political and issue ads is restrictive, and definitions are ambiguous and subjective;
the identification of these ads in practice has proven inconsistent, leading to both false posi-
tives and false negatives; and data are not standardised across different platforms. Analysis
by Edelson et al. (2020) also showed that ads had been retroactively removed from the Ad
Library, calling into question the reliability of its archival function.

Background and rationale

Ad archives emerged as a response to mounting criticism of online advertising following
the US presidential election and UK Brexit campaign of 2016. Much of this criticism is
closely connected to the personalised distribution of microtargeted ads, and the resulting
lack of a public record. A personalised ad is in principle only visible to the specific audi-
ence members it targets and leaves no trace after its distribution. In the legacy media, by
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contrast, ads are public in the sense that they are equally accessible to all audience mem-
bers, in addition to commonly being preserved by institutions such as newspaper and tel-
evision archives (Birkner et al., 2018). The non-public and ephemeral nature of online
advertising makes it more akin to direct marketing via email or telephone, which has
raised comparable policy concerns around transparency and accountability (e.g., Miller,
2009).

The policy concerns related to transparency of online advertising are several. First,
political microtargeting might undermine electoral accountability, by allowing cam-
paigners to signal different campaign promises to different constituencies (e.g., Dobber
et al., 2019). This ‘fragmentation of the marketplace of ideas’ (Zuiderveen Borgesius
et al., 2018) is also seen to undermine the capacity for public deliberation, since political
actors can no longer observe and respond to the microtargeted ads of their rivals (Gor-
ton, 2016). As a result, the capacity for ‘dark advertising’ may also engender false and
inflammatory messaging, by foreclosing the ability of rival campaigners, media actors
and other third parties to rebut, critique or otherwise sanction such transgressions. Simi-
larly, dark ads provide cover for ‘dark money’ advertising funded by special interests and
foreign governments (Kim et al., 2018). A related concern is that targeting leads to algo-
rithmic discrimination, which may exclude people from valuable content, and, conver-
sely, overexpose vulnerable groups to harmful or manipulative content (Bodo et al.,
2017; Dobber et al., 2019; Ali et al., 2019). Here, too, personalisation may frustrate the
ability to detect and address wrongdoings. Although empirical evidence exists for
many of the above claims (Kim et al., 2018; Ali et al., 2019), a lively debate persists
about the overall significance of these microtargeting concerns relative to other policy
concerns in media governance (Heawood, 2018; Benkler et al., 2018).

Seen in this light, the Facebook Ad Library represents a potentially significant shift in
the affordances of online microtargeting: by creating a public record of personalised
advertising messages, it may help to diagnose and address many the above harms. How-
ever, the governance literature on transparency and accountability warns that such
assumptions about the salutary effects of information disclosure should be approached
critically (Flyverbom, 2019), and that much depends on whether watchdogs organis-
ations, particularly the media, actually use the available information for accountability
purposes.

The ad Library as a tool for watchdog journalism

The governance literature emphasises that transparency is not a guarantee for account-
ability, but merely a precondition (e.g., Meijer, 2014). The accountability effects of trans-
parency are not self-executing, but depend on relevant stakeholders to actually use the
available information and attach consequences to it (Bovens, 2007). In practice, however,
disclosures may lack a ‘critical audience’ with the capacity and interest to fulfil this role
(Kemper & Kolkman, 2019). In the context of online campaigning, Katherine Dommett
has therefore warned that ‘it is not clear whether citizens are aware of, or could easily
discover the existence of, [ad] archives’ (Dommett, 2020).

Scholarship routinely asserts the governance benefits of public transparency, but these
are almost never tested empirically (Safarov et al., 2017). What little evidence we do have,
mostly from the open government context, indicates that most public transparency
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resources are underused, and almost never consulted by individual citizens (Meijer, 2014;
Quarati & De Martino, 2019). This literature emphasises the importance of mediation by
specialised stakeholders who process open data and recirculate its insights to general
audiences (Meijer, 2014; Fung, 2013; Lourenco, 2016). Journalists in particular are high-
lighted as key users of open data and as agents of public accountability (Lourenco, 2016;
Fung, 2013; Meijer, 2014). Research by Kate Dommett into the UK media’s digital cam-
paigning coverage has already shown that platform disclosure policies, including ad
archives, can both enable and constrain reporters on topics of public interest (Dommett,
2021). This paper builds on such findings by focusing the affordances of one specific tool,
the Facebook Ad Library, for reporters across different (regional and topical) contexts.

What role do journalists play in public accountability? Formally, journalists have no
power to impose sanctions on other stakeholders such as platforms or advertisers.
Instead, their reporting can act as a catalyst for other forms of accountability, such as
electoral, legal or social accountability (Norris, 2014; Bovens, 2007). Norris (2014)
observes that watchdog journalism can contribute to accountability in two ways: a
more concrete primary function of revealing specific instances of malfeasance, and a
more diffuse secondary function of informing public deliberation and democratic self-
governance. The Ad Library could conceivably contribute to both functions since, as dis-
cussed, the opacity of online advertising is associated with both individual wrongdoings
and with the barriers to public deliberation. Journalism about the personalised targeting
of ads could also constitute what Nicholas Diakopoulous has termed ‘algorithmic
accountability reporting’ which ‘seeks to articulate the power structures, biases, and
influences that computational artifacts play in society’ (Diakopoulos 2015).

To study watchdog journalism empirically, Norris (2014) outlines three areas of
inquiry: ‘(1) whether journalists accept their role as watchdogs, (2) whether they act as
watchdogs through their coverage in practice, and (3) whether this activity serves as
an effective accountability mechanism by mobilising voters, policymakers or other demo-
cratic forces’. In other words: attitudes, coverage, and impact. We explore attitudes and
coverage through a combination of content analysis and interviews. Taken together,
these also provide starting points for the assessment of impact.

III. Content analysis

Methods

Given the exploratory nature of this research, we first performed an inductive, qualitative
pilot study in order to generate a typology of journalistic references to the Ad Library.
This provided the basis for a large-scale quantitative analysis of articles via the LexisNexis
database. Together, these analyses illustrate the general substance, scale and geographic
distribution of Ad Library journalism.

Pilot study

Our pilot study took place in May 2020. We studied articles referencing the Facebook Ad
Library through Google Search and Google News, based on keyword searches for < ‘Face-
book’ AND ‘Ad Library’ OR ‘Ad Archive’>. News articles containing concrete references
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to Ad Library data were selected for analysis. In total we collected 38 such articles.
Through qualitative, inductive analysis, we devised a typology of different forms of
usage (Mayring, 2000). In particular, our analysis focused on the types of data involved,
whether any wrongdoing was asserted, and the norms or standards invoked. This typol-
ogy was operationalised and refined iteratively into a protocol for large scale quantitative
analysis, which we discuss below.

Content analysis protocol

From our pilot study it immediately became clear that many journalistic references to the
Ad Library consisted of describing the Ad Library as a phenomenon, rather than actually
using the data it offers. Announcements and updates to the Ad Library made headlines
regularly as it was updated, expanded, and gradually rolled out across the globe (e.g.,
‘Facebook Is Taking Steps to Safeguard Canada’s Oct. 21 Federal Election’). These
articles, which we term ‘metacoverage’, were filtered out from further analysis since
they do not involve any usage of the Ad Library as a tool for transparency (‘Non-meta-
coverage’). More specifically, we filtered out articles lacking references to actual data from
the Ad Library such as concrete spending figures or advertising messages, as well as
articles that reference Ad Library data solely to illustrate its affordances.

For articles that actually use the Ad Library, we distinguished between two types fol-
lowing Norris (2014) aforementioned distinction between the primary and secondary
functions of watchdog journalism: calling attention to wrongdoing, and disseminating
information in service of public deliberation. We operationalised this distinction by
coding whether the article purported to expose any potential wrongdoing related to
Facebook advertising cited from the Ad Library, based on criticism supplied by the
author or a quoted source (‘Wrongdoing reported’). Wrongdoing in this account
can include potentially unlawful activity but also anything described as harmful or
unethical. Such allegations must be made explicitly in the article by either the author
or a quoted source. For instance, reporting on wrongdoing includes articles involving
allegations of false or misleading advertisements, voter suppression, foreign interfer-
ence or violations of campaign finance laws. Ad Library usage without any wrong-
doing, our pilot study showed, typically focused on spending trends and messaging
strategies for political advertising.

We also coded for three specific subcategories of wrongdoing identified during the
pilot study: First, wrongdoing related to advertising content, such as misleading or hate-
ful content (‘Wrongdoing category: Content of the advertisement’). Second, wrongdoing
related to personalisation practices, such as discriminatory, manipulative or exclusionary
targeting (‘Wrongdoing category: Personalisation’). Third, wrongdoing related to the
identity of the ad buyer and the origin of their funds, such as deceptive or clandestine
ad funding schemes (e.g., ‘astroturfing’), the involvement of foreign entities, and the vio-
lation of election spending restrictions (‘Wrongdoing category: Identity of the ad buyer &
origin of funds’). As a proxy for the prominence of wrongdoing within the overall article,
we code for each category whether the allegation is described solely in the body text or
also in the article headline. In addition, we code whether the wrongdoing is described as a
potential violation of applicable Laws (‘Violation of Law’) and Terms of Service (‘Viola-
tion of Terms of Service’), in order to clarify the norms and sanctions at stake: whether it
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concerns a more ‘soft’ form of accountability based on reputation and publicity, or a
‘hard’ form of accountability grounded in binding norms and sanctions. We also code
whether the ad in question is political or non-political (‘Political Ad’), which we opera-
tionalise as any ad without an apparent commercial purpose, as well as any ad that is
described in the article as having been classified as ‘political’ by Facebook.

Sample

Our sample was collected from the LexisNexis news archive of print media. We per-
formed keyword searches in the publication categories ‘Newspapers’ and ‘Magazines’
and for the regions United Kingdom, United States, Germany and the Netherlands.
The United Kingdom and the United States were selected due the prevalence of political
microtargeting in these countries, as well as the fact that the Ad Library was launched in
these countries before any other. Germany and the Netherlands were selected as
additional countries with comparable levels of socioeconomic development yet with rela-
tively smaller-scale political microtargeting industries, as well as due to language
considerations.

Our sampling used the keywords <‘Facebook’ AND ‘ad library’ OR ‘ad archive’>. The
keywords ‘ad library’ and ‘ad archive’ were combined because nomenclature is not con-
sistent across outlets; the New York Times, for instance, tends to use ‘archive’, and the
Washington Post ‘Library’. This likely results from Facebook’s own inconsistency on
the topic: the company initially branded the tool as an ‘Archive’, but later rebranded
to ‘Library’ (Grygiel & Sager, 2020). In Germany and the Netherlands, we also included
the keywords ‘Advertentiebibliotheek’ and ‘Werbebibliothek’, respectively, which are
local names for the Ad Library. This approach has certain limitations in detecting Ad
Library-related journalism that departs from these referencing conventions, which we
discuss in Section V. We searched for articles published between May 2018 (when the
Ad Library first became operational) and August 2020. This returned a total of 203
articles, excluding 5 duplicates.

Inter-coder reliability

A sample of 58 articles (28% of all articles) was double coded by two coders to calculate
intercoder reliability (Krippendorff’s alpha). Table 1 below lists the results. We were not
able to calculate Krippendorff’s alpha for the variables ‘Wrongdoing category: Persona-
lisation’ and ‘Wrongdoing norm: Violation of Law’ since there were not enough cases
where these categories applied. A Krippendorff’s alpha of .80 is often seen as the norm
of strong reliability, and the cut-off point is .67 (Riffe et al., 2014).

Table 1 – Inter-coder reliability scores
Variable Krippendorff’s alpha

Non-Metacoverage .87
Political advertisement 1.00
Wrongdoing reported 1.00
Wrongdoing category: Content of the advertisement .84
Wrongdoing category: Identity of the ad buyer & origin of funds .86
Wrongdoing norm: Terms of Service violation .75
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Findings

Our results show that the Facebook Ad Library was referenced in at least 203 print news-
paper and magazine articles in the selected countries. The bulk was published in the Uni-
ted States and the United Kingdom, with 150 and 29 articles respectively, compared to
Germany’s 15 and the Netherlands’ 9. The list of publishers is likewise dominated by
US outlets, with only one UK outlet breaking the top 5: AdWeek (33 articles), the
New York Times (31 articles), CE Notificias Financeras (25 articles), the Washington
Post (21 articles), and The Guardian (17 articles). Together, they account for 62% of
our findings, with the remainder being supplied by 48 other outlets. It is worth noting
that many of the non-US publications in our sample were in fact reporting about US
advertisements, particularly in the United Kingdom and particularly for stories that actu-
ally identified potential wrongdoing (discussed below).

In terms of substance, 118 out of 203 articles in our sample, or 58%, consist of meta-
coverage that merely describes the tool rather than actually using the data on offer (see
Figure 1).

As for the articles that do use Ad Library data, Figure 1 shows that 50 out of 85 do not
allege any particular wrongdoing based on this data (see Figure 1). As discussed, these
articles typically focus on campaign coverage, for instance reporting on aggregate spend-
ing trends (e.g., ‘Biden Pours Millions Into Facebook Ads, Blowing Past Trump’s
Record’) or messaging (e.g., ‘Trump Campaign Facebook Ad Strategy: Paint Biden As
A Socialist’). Although the majority appears to focus on election and referendum cam-
paigns, other issues are also reported on occasionally. To take one notable example,
the Washington Post cited the Ad Library to report on the FBI’s use of Facebook ads
to recruit Russian informants. Ad Library usage is not always central to the article’s
topic but can also be used more incidentally as context for other stories.

As for articles about possible wrongdoing, Figure 2 shows that 19 counts related to the
content of the ad, 13 to the identity of the ad buyer, and only 2 to personalisation. Here it
bears repeating that the Ad Library provides only limited information on personalisation
techniques. Just under two thirds of these articles (22/34) mention these issues in the
headline as well as in the body text (see Figure 2).

A possible violation of the law was alleged in 4 cases. In 9 cases, the ads were also
described as violating Facebook’s Terms of Service.

Figure 1 : Newspaper & magazine articles referencing the Facebook Ad Library
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Content-based wrongdoings mostly involved allegedly false or misleading statements.
Accusations of hate speech were also found, for instance regarding Trump advertise-
ments involving alleged Nazi symbols. Wrongdoings related to the identity of the ad
buyer typically focused on the misleading use of astroturf groups and the listing fake
or misleading names in relevant disclosures to Facebook (e.g., ‘In Virginia House
Race, Anonymous Attack Ads Pop Up on Facebook’).

Only two articles in our sample involved commercial ads: one about false ads for solar
panels and another about misleading ads for HIV medicine. Here it bears repeating that
the Ad Library’s functionalities for commercial ads are restricted substantially compared
to political ads.

IV. Interviews

Building on the above content analysis, we also interviewed journalists to discuss their
experiences in using the Ad Library. Recalling Norris (2014) three empirical aspects of
watchdog journalism—attitudes, coverage, and impact—the above content analysis
demonstrates coverage, and these interviews allow us to explore attitudes. Extensive sur-
vey research has already examined the self-conception of journalists as public watchdogs
in a general sense (e.g., Weaver et al., 2007), but no research has yet focused on their per-
ception of the Ad Library as a means to this end. Our aim here is not to develop claims
that generalise across journalism writ large, but rather, through qualitative, in-depth
interviews (McCracken, 1998) to unpack the particular motives and experiences of jour-
nalists who have used the Ad Library.

Methods

We approached 16 journalists with experience using the Ad Library, and 12 of them agreed
to be interviewed. Participants were selected based on published work identified in the con-
tent analysis pilot study, combined with snowball sampling. Our aim in sampling was to
obtain a diversity of perspectives, in terms of participants’ location, venue, and beat. We
prioritised journalists with multiple publications based on the Ad Library, but also included

Figure 2 : Wrongdoing reported with Ad Library data
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several with only one or two relevant publications. Due to language considerations, our
selection was limited to journalists working in English or Dutch. Interviews were conducted
in the period September-November 2020 via Zoom videoconferences. Table 2 provides an
overview of participants and their titles and affiliations at the time of our interviews, which
we publish with their permission. In some cases, relevant work was published on a freelance
basis, or with a former employer; these outlets are listed in brackets.

The interviews were conducted in a semi-structured format, with an interview guide
based on the following questions:

1. Use cases: How, if at all, has the Ad Library appeared in your work?
2. Research processes: Could you describe your process in using the Ad Library?
3. Attitudes: What is your opinion on the usefulness of the Ad Library as a tool for

journalists?
4. Outlook: Do you intend to use the Ad Library in future?

We discuss our findings in the corresponding order.

Findings

Use cases
The use cases mentioned by participants mirrored the results of our content analysis: par-
ticipants were able to make good use of spending and content data, but lamented the lack
of targeting data. In addition, participants also highlighted the role of the Ad Library as a
means to evaluate the enforcement of Facebook’s own policies, such as ad pricing and
content rules.

Reporting on ad spending and funding sources: A majority of the journalists we spoke
to (7/12) highlighted the Ad Library’s insights into ad spending, for instance as a means
to ‘follow the money’ (Coen van de Ven) or ‘to see who’s been spending what and how’
(Mark Scott). Madelyn Webb, a disinformation researcher, used the Ad Library because
‘there’s interesting stories to be told about who is spending money on particular mislead-
ing narratives.’ Rik Wassens recounted that his editors also emphasised the significance
of spending in their headlines: ‘The amount of money. That is absolutely the most

Table 2 - Overview of interviewees
Name Title Outlet

Coen van de
Ven

Investigative Journalist De Groene Amsterdammer

Mark Scott Chief Technology Correspondent Politico
Madelyn Webb Investigative Researcher First Draft
Ryan Mac Senior Technology Reporter The New York Times (published in Buzzfeed News)
Nick Garber Reporter Patch (published in Pennsylvania Post-Gazette)
Eric van den
Berg

Investigative Journalist Freelance (published in Brandpunt)

Josh Keefe Investigative Reporter Bangor Daily News
Reinier Kist Media Editor (Redacteur) NRC
Jeremy B. Merrill Investigative Data Reporter The Washington Post (also published in ProPublica, the Markup)
Matt Novak Senior writer Gizmodo
Rik Wassens Data Journalist and Editor

(Redacteur)
NRC

Kayla Gogarty Senior Researcher MediaMatters
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newsworthy. I don’t write the headlines myself but they do show you how the institutions
view things, and there you go: ‘Socialist Party sends €50,000.’

Participants also highlighted the role of the Ad Library in detecting new actors and
sources of funding. According to Jeremy B. Merrill, ‘[w]hat’s interesting about these
ads from the Ad Library–it’s not often that the ad ran, it’s who this group is that now
exists. It’s some group that you’ve never heard of before, that’s running ads. […] The
story then is that there’s this group, and that they’re spending 10,000 dollars or whatever.’
Examples from participants include anti-union astroturfing groups, lobbying funded by
energy and fossil fuel companies, as well as propaganda from Chinese and Turkish state
media related to the oppression of Uighurs and Kurds.

A specific use case for spending data highlighted by Jeremy B. Merrill was researching
Facebook’s differential pricing policies: by comparing spend and view data per campaign,
he was able to show that the Biden campaign had been charged higher rates on average
than the Trump campaign. Mark Scott described how the Ad Library helped to uncover
unlawful campaign finance practices in the United Kingdom: ‘The dollar or euro spend in
specific races has been interesting because it provides a clear example, for instance in the
UK 2019 election, of people breaking the law: candidates using money in their constitu-
ency that they weren’t supposed to.’

Journalists nonetheless faced important obstacles in researching ad spending through
the Ad Library. The data was insufficiently granular, since it is disclosed in general ranges
rather than precise amounts. Participants also reported difficulties in overseeing spend-
ing by entities with multiple Facebook pages and accounts. Furthermore, the names pro-
vided under ‘paid for’ disclosures were often imprecise, referring to non-existent
organisations or proxy organisations. In these instances, the Ad Library merely served
a starting point for investigation, and other forms of research were necessary to uncover,
if possible, the true origin of funds. In the words of Nick Garber, ‘I had to do some dig-
ging to understand that the group that was named as the sponsor had ties to a much lar-
ger parent organisation.’ Likewise, Jeremy B. Merrill recounted: ‘I had to do a whole
bunch of shoe-leather reporting to figure it out’.

Reporting on targeting practices: Almost all participants expressed interest in target-
ing practices and complained that the Ad Library failed to offer meaningful infor-
mation about this issue (8/12). The Ad Library offers highly generic reach data and
no concrete information as to the targeting mechanisms involved. Only in exceptional
cases could this reach data be used to infer targeting strategies, according to Coen van
de Ven:

Where does it deviate? With all the political party data you tend to see a certain distribution
in terms of age, location, and it’s almost never surprising. And so if there’s an exception,
that’s when I start paying attention. That’s when I think: How can that be? If I see a
100% female reach, then I know: this wasn’t targeted at men. That’s an assumption I’m
allowed to make. […] So, I’m happy that it exists, it’s better than nothing. But I’m still miss-
ing a lot. It’s not the transparency we as journalists or other researchers were hoping for.

Researchers also noted that targeting strategies could sometimes be inferred from adver-
tising content. For instance, an advertisement about ‘Latinos4Trump’ can be assumed to
be aimed at a certain demographic, although the precise targeting mechanisms remain
uncertain. Barring such exceptions, however, the lack of targeting data surfaced as one
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of most frequently and strongly voiced criticisms of the Ad Library, and as one of the
acute constraints on the types of reporting that this tool allows journalists to pursue.

Reporting on ad contents and content policy enforcement: Other use cases related to the
content of advertisements, and, relatedly, how Facebook enforces their content policies.
Media watchdog researchers used the Ad Library regularly to search for harmful content.
Kayla Gogarty fromMedia Mattters described her routine as follows: ‘I basically have sets
of pages that I would follow almost on a daily basis, particularly to look for repeat offen-
ders—accounts that we know will frequently post misinformation in their ads.’ Two par-
ticipants used to the Ad Library to detect manipulated media, by cross-referencing ad
content with original sources. Gogarty also recounted assisting other colleagues at
Media Matters in using the Ad Library, for instance helping their LGBTQ program
team to trace the spread of anti-trans Facebook advertising.

Related to the above, several journalists (4/12) described how they used the Ad Library
to detect gaps and inconsistencies in Facebook’s Terms enforcement. As MadelynWeb of
First Draft put it: ‘Every time they say they’re gonna take something down, we can find
examples of it. […] When they announced the QAnon takedown, I was like ‘hmm, okay’,
so I went to the Ad Library’. Kayla Gogarty: ‘If there’s a new Facebook policy that’s com-
ing out, I’ll go and check: are these ads not following this policy, might they have slipped
through the cracks?’ RyanMac considered holding Facebook accountable his primary use
case for the Ad Library: ‘What I do is corporate accountability. It’s not necessarily hold-
ing up a press release about what the company’s doing, it’s: here’s what the company says
it’s going to do, and here’s what it’s doing wrong.’ For instance, he used the Ad Library to
show that Facebook had enforced its rules on clickbait inconsistently, allowing Trump to
run numerous ads that violated the company’s policies. ‘It’s the Facebook policy, and so
you want it to be applied equally across something as consequential as the US election. If
it’s not, that’s giving a candidate by definition an unfair advantage. And that’s a story.’

Research processes

We discussed how journalists discover relevant information in the Ad Library. Partici-
pants engaged in both proactive research consisting of browsing or analysing Ad Library
data, as well as reactive research prompted by third-party tips. One telling example comes
from Nick Garber, who was directed to the Ad Library by a labour union representative
he interviewed, ultimately leading him to discover an anti-union influence network. New
policy announcements from Facebook were another important prompt to check the Ad
Library. Ryan Mac, one of the most prolific reporters of Ad Library stories in our sample,
put it as follows: ‘I’m sure there’s a reporter out there who checks the Ad Library every
day, but for most journalists it’s a sporadic thing that they’ll check now and then when
they have a tip.’ Others made a habit of searching the Ad Library more regularly. Indeed,
two of the journalists we spoke to, Madelyn Webb and Matt Novak, did claim to check
the Ad Library every morning, at least during elections.

Most participants lacked the expertise to make use of the API themselves (10/12), and
either stuck to the browser interface (6/12) or enlisted the help of specialists to gather
data through the API (4/12). Two journalists in our sample preferred to work with
data collected independently through volunteers with browser plugins, which automati-
cally collect data about the advertisements shown to individual participants as they
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browse the web, rather than relying solely on Ad Library data. They used the Ad Library
mostly to enrich and corroborate their independent observations. For instance, Jeremy
Merrill described his involvement in the NYU Ad Observatory, which combines data
from browser plugins and the Ad Library with a view to supporting journalists in report-
ing on online political advertising.

Attitudes towards the Ad Library

We discussed how participants perceived the usefulness of the Ad Library as a tool for
journalists. The responses indicated a love/hate relationship: the Ad Library was con-
sidered an improvement over the default opacity of political microtargeting, but most
participants remained sharply critical of its flaws and shortcomings. Only two partici-
pants had no particular criticisms of the tool, and these were both once-off users who
did not use the Ad Library regularly.

The perceived advantages of the Ad Library related to the use cases it enabled,
described above, such as corporate accountability and the combating of disinformation.
Two participants articulated a more general desire to bring visibility to personalised mes-
saging and exposing it to public deliberation and scrutiny. Eric van den Berg remarked:

What always surprises me is that a lot of things happen which reach a very large audience,
but still seem to enjoy a kind of relative invisibility. Journalists don’t write about it, and as a
result the standards for what constitutes normal behaviour seem to be very different. I think
the things that the VVD [The Netherlands’ incumbent political party] gets up to on Face-
book would lead to shocked reactions in Parliament.

Similarly, Madelyn Webb recounted that ‘it feels a little backdoor, a little salacious, so
journalists like it. […] It feels a bit like being a private investigator, or like doing
FOIAs. It feels like a scoop, even though a lot of people are seeing it.’

Against these benefits, participants offered many criticisms of the Ad Library. Most
common was the lack of targeting information, discussed previously. The lack of granu-
larity in both reach and spending was also a recurring theme. Mark Scott, who reported
on elections in both the United States and Europe, highlighted that European versions of
the Ad Library were even less detailed than the US version. Participants also criticised the
reliability and user-friendliness of both the API and the browser tool. Tracking overall
campaign spending was difficult since platforms presented spending data per Page,
whereas campaigns often operated multiple Pages. Two participants also expressed con-
cerns that the data risked misleading non-expert journalists, who might for instance mis-
take reach data for targeting data, or Page spending for total campaign spending. Another
drawback journalists mentioned was that Ad Library research was time-consuming, and
difficult to accommodate in their busy schedules.

Outlook

Most participants were interested in continuing to use the Ad Library, though few had
concrete ideas or plans. Participants from the Netherlands already intended to continue
using the tools for the upcoming elections of Spring 2021 and predicted that attention for
the tool would increase as Facebook advertising grew in scale and significance for
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domestic political campaigns. Participants also described how they were helping to make
the Ad Library more visible and accessible amongst their peers, for instance by organising
public webinars for investigative journalists, internal seminars for newspaper colleagues,
Twitter bots repurposing Ad Library data, and the aforementioned NYU Ad
Observatory.

V. Discussion

Our paper confirms that the Facebook Ad Library has supported watchdog journalism.
We find evidence for both the primary watchdog function of calling attention to wrong-
doing by powerful actors (in this case: Facebook and its advertisers) as well as the second-
ary watchdog function of disseminating general information about public affairs (in this
case: microtargeted political campaigns). As regards the primary watchdog function,
these stories tend to revolve around calling attention to influence networks and astroturf
operations, as well as monitoring ad content for hate speech and disinformation. Another
recurring issue was the consistency and fairness of platform policy enforcement,
especially their content policies but also other aspects such differential pricing between
campaigns. Turning to the secondary watchdog function, these stories tended to focus
on campaign reporting, in particular on spending trends and to a lesser extent messaging
and targeting strategies. In addition to these recurring themes, the Ad Library also fea-
tured in a range of more unexpected and niche topics, from FBI recruitment ads to
scams targeting elderly Trump voters.

We observe a notable geographic discrepancy in Ad Library usage: it is most prevalent
in the US, less so in the United Kingdom and less still in Germany and the Netherlands. It
goes beyond the scope of this paper to offer an exhaustive explanation for these discre-
pancies, but the most readily apparent factor seems to be that political microtargeting
simply takes place on a far larger scale in the United States (Dobber et al., 2019). In
the Netherlands and Germany, by contrast, political advertising budgets are only a frac-
tion of those in the US, and it stands to reason that the issue does not receive the same
level of attention. Of course, these circumstances may change. Interview participants
from the Netherlands predicted that online advertising would increase in future elec-
tions, as would usage of the Ad Library.

We found more metacoverage about the Ad Library than actual usage. Arguably, this
suggests that this tool has been successful for Facebook at least as a PR measure, gener-
ating coverage about their efforts to create transparency, without necessarily receiving
scrutiny of the practices at issue. Still, we do find evidence that such scrutiny takes
place at least in some cases, leaving it up for discussion whether the public interest
value of this watchdog journalism justifies the accolades that we find Facebook to have
received.

As for attitudes, our interviewees’ opinions on the Ad Library might be summarised as
‘better than nothing’. They perceived a strong public interest in public advertising trans-
parency, and considered the Ad Library a significant improvement over the status quo
ante of total opacity. However, most participants remained sharply critical of the numer-
ous shortcomings in the Ad Library’s present implementation, including but certainly
not limited to the lack of targeting data and the lack of user-friendliness. Many of the
most specialised journalists still preferred to work with alternative data collection
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methods such as data scraping via browser plugins. But Facebook has recently started
cracking down on these independent collection methods (e.g., Sellars, 2020), leaving
journalists all the more reliant on the inferior offerings of the Ad Library.

Impact: from publicity to accountability?

Publicity does not guarantee accountability. The power of the press over platforms and
their advertisers is indirect and contingent on its (perceived) ability to mobilise an effec-
tive response from other stakeholders, such as end users, voters, governments, or regu-
lators. Given that dominant platforms such as Facebook are able to act with relative
impunity towards many of these stakeholders (Moore & Tambini, 2018), watchdog jour-
nalism might too be ‘disconnected from power’– as transparency measures often are
(Ananny & Crawford, 2018). How, and when, might it make a difference?

The strongest evidence of accountability we find in cases where the advertising is
alleged to violate formal rules, such as platform Terms of Service and/or applicable
laws. These cases typically lead to removal of the ads in question and could also trigger
legal action. The causal chain from information disclosure to repercussion is relatively
short and accountability thus relatively plausible and tangible.

In other cases, our findings are at most suggestive of softer, more diffuse forms of
political accountability. Straightforward campaign reporting that does not involve
any particular wrongdoing could still conceivably contribute to electoral accountability
of campaigners towards voters, by exposing targeted campaigns to a broader public and
thus mitigating the ‘fragmentation’ of political campaigning associated with political
microtargeting (Dobber et al., 2019). This is especially likely in cases where reporters
aim to highlight inconsistencies in messaging towards different constituencies, such
as Matt Novak’s article at GizModo highlighting that ‘Trump’s New Facebook Ads
Claim He’s Peacenik Who Also Loves Assassinations’. Other articles do not address
consistency as explicitly but could still have some plausible constraining or ‘defrag-
menting’ effects. For instance, reports observing that ‘Trump’s deluge of Facebook
ads have a curious absence: coronavirus’ can be conceived of as catalysing a more
informed public discourse about the priorities of this campaign, a form of public
accountability which might feed into any number of more proximate accountability
processes. In addition to electoral accountability towards voters, this campaign report-
ing could conceivably catalyse other forms of social and political accountability
(Bovens, 2007), for instance by spurring legislative or regulatory reforms. As an empiri-
cal matter, more detailed process tracing would be needed to demonstrate any such
effects conclusively.

It is worth noting that both disinformation and astroturfing, two of the most common
forms of wrongdoing identified through the Ad Library, are not always prohibited by
Facebook or by the law. Here too, watchdog journalism depend on ‘soft’ forms of public
accountability. In principle, journalistic fact-checking of microtargeted ads could offer a
direct corrective to disinformation in the minds of citizens, but a growing empirical lit-
erature raises questions about the efficacy of this approach (Walter et al., 2020). If report-
ing on such issues is to have any accountability effect, therefore, it depends primarily on
its capacity to catalyse a response from governments, platforms or other influential actors
in advertising governance.
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The journalism we describe here does not fit neatly in the bucket of ‘algorithmic
accountability reporting’ (q.v. Diakopoulos, 2015). Our content analysis shows that algo-
rithmic personalisation rarely features in Ad Library journalism, and instead points
towards other aspects of platform advertising besides algorithmic decision making that
warrant transparency in their own right, such as ad content, spending and buyer identi-
ties, (q.v. Leerssen, 2020). Our interviews clarify that this lack of algorithmic accountabil-
ity reporting is certainly not for a lack of journalistic interest – many of our participants
were in fact eager to investigate targeting practices – but rather a lack of data access. As
we discuss further below, this illustrates clearly how Facebook’s disclosure policies con-
strain and shape reporting practices.

Critical perspectives on Ad Library journalism

Having discussed some of the Ad Library’s benefits, we now turn to more critical reflec-
tions. Firstly, the public interest value of Ad Library journalism is not given but debatable.
Two of the journalists we spoke to already raised tentative questions about merely descrip-
tive campaign reporting based on Ad Library spending data; was this not so much more
‘low-hanging fruit’ or ‘horse-race coverage’ (q.v. Aalberg et al., 2012)? Particularly where
Ad Library reporting merely restates aggregate spending data without further contextuali-
sation or analysis, the public interest value of this reporting need not be overstated. Indeed,
besides the high-minded ideals of watchdog journalism, more mundane considerations
such as mere novelty and availability may also factor into Ad Library usage.

Secondly, the Ad Library’s limitations and inaccuracies may even pose risks to jour-
nalism. First, its data may not always be reliable; for instance, journalists depend on Face-
book to identify political ads even though we know this process to be inaccurate. Second,
the available data may divert attention away from other, unauthorised topics, such as
reporting on microtargeting or on non-advertising content. Recalling Facebook’s
ongoing crackdown on independent data collection, they appear to be pursuing a car-
rot-and-stick approach in which, through the selective granting and withholding of rel-
evant data, reporting is confined to approved topics. In this light, our research illustrates
and underscores the concern, also voiced by others including Dommett (2021), that their
control over public transparency resources may help platforms to exercise undue influ-
ence on journalistic agendas.

A related concern, voiced by several participants, is that the presentation and ordering
of the Ad Library’s data could mislead reporters, especially non-experts. Given that the
journalists we spoke to tended to be highly critical of the Ad Library and aware of its
shortcomings, the risk of deception may not be particularly acute at present. It could
exacerbate in future, should the Ad Library become more popular amongst a broader
set of journalists. Academic partnerships may have a role to play here: projects such as
the NYU Ad Observatory and the University of Amsterdam Verkiezingsobservatorium
now seek to assist non-expert journalists in using the Ad Library.

Limitations

It bears repeating that our sample of LexisNexis articles does not capture all journalistic
usage of the Ad Library, and therefore understates the overall scale of this phenomenon.
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The most fundamental limitation of our approach is that our sample does not include
online journalism, which is appreciable but more difficult to operationalise in any con-
sistent or comprehensive fashion. Indeed, our interviews and pilot study indicate that
certain online, tech-focused outlets are particularly frequent users of the Ad Library,
including ProPublica, The Markup, and Buzzfeed News. Even broader conceptions of
journalism might also consider Ad Library usage by NGOs and activist groups, such
as the widely-cited research by UK think-tank InfluenceMap about oil and gas companies
advertising on Facebook (Influencemap, 2019). Our analysis of print media, then, is by
no means exhaustive of the journalism in this space but should merely be seen as indica-
tive of its general order of magnitude, geographical distribution, and composition.

A related limitation is that our keyword-based sampling does not capture usage which
does not reference the Ad Library explicitly. We did not cover reporting that neglects to
cite the Ad Library, uses non-standard nomenclature such as ‘public database’, or simply
cites ‘Facebook’ as a generic source. One might expect this approach to bias our content
analysis towards metacoverage, on the theory that metacoverage is more likely to expli-
citly refer to the Ad Library by name. However, with supplemental testing we detected no
such bias. As detailed in Appendix II, alternative keywords such as <‘facebook’ AND
‘political ads’> still return comparable rates of metacoverage.

Related to the above, there may be instances where the Ad Library surfaced an initial
lead for journalists, even if it did not feature as a source in any ultimate publication. For
instance, Washington Post reporter Nitasha Tiku recounted on Twitter how she started
reporting on Facebook’s pharmaceutical advertising policies after she ‘fell into a Face-
book Ad Library rabbit hole’.2 The Ad Library is not used as a source in the published
article, but it did start Tiku towards a newsworthy investigation.

Finally, we have not yet charted in detail the interaction between journalists and other
researchers in this space. Numerous stories in our sample did not rely on original jour-
nalistic research, but instead originated from academic studies of the Ad Library. Accord-
ingly, our sample may somewhat overstate the degree to which journalists actually use the
Ad Library, rather than reporting on Ad Library research conducted by others such as
academics.

VI. Conclusion

This article has shown that, for all its flaws, the Ad Library has started to find uptake in
journalistic practice. Our findings may serve as both an encouragement and a warning.

On the one hand, we have shown how the Ad Library has enabled new forms of watch-
dog journalism about online ad campaigns and, in some instances, wrongdoings such as
hate speech, disinformation, and astroturfing. Even where no particular wrongdoing is
uncovered, this reporting could conceivably strengthen public deliberation in and
about microtargeting practices. These findings lend empirical weight to the rationale
of public ad archives as a tool for public accountability, and underscore the role of jour-
nalists in realising these goals.

On the other hand, the growing reliance on this tool by journalists also poses risks.
First, the data shared by Facebook has been shown to be incomplete and inaccurate,
and could potentially mislead journalists. Second, this new resource may also divert
attention from issues that Facebook refuses to document in similar detail, such as
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their targeting practices and non-advertising content. Indeed, given that most articles did
not report on any particular wrongdoing, but instead consisted of either relatively uncri-
tical campaign reporting or, even more commonly, coverage about the Ad Library itself,
it could be argued that this tool has received outsized attention relative to the actual
watchdog journalism it has enabled.

This research has several implications for the regulation of ad archives, as is now being
prepared in various jurisdictions. Given that journalists are starting to rely on this data,
ensuring its accuracy, comprehensiveness and consistency is all the more urgent. At the
same time, our findings underline that this issue may be less critical in countries where
political microtargeting is less prevalent compared to hotspots such as the United States
and the United Kingdom.

Future research might build on these findings in various ways. As mentioned, more
detailed process tracing could help to demonstrate how and when reporting on online
ads triggers accountability effects in particular instances. Usage by other groups besides
journalists also merits attention, such as by rival campaigners, consumers, commercial
entities, regulators and courts (cf. Kwoka, 2016). From teenagers trawling the Ad Library
for discount codes (Griffin, 2020), to courts and parliamentary committees citing it as
evidence (Campaign Legal Center v FEC, 2020; Grygiel & Sager, 2020), our newfound
public access to personalised advertising campaigns may have wide-ranging conse-
quences, which this article has only begun to chart. More generally, future research
might examine other tools through which platforms structure access to their data,
such as CrowdTangle, and how these affect our capacity for public accountability.

Notes

1. Readers should note that the Ad Library’s policies and affordances change frequently and
may have changed since our time of writing. Our description is based on public Facebook
policies as of July 2021, which are available through the archival tools Perma.cc (Facebook,
2021a) and Wayback Machine (Facebook, 2021b).

2. https://twitter.com/nitashatiku/status/1234891011555385347
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